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ABSTRACT

The last decade brought about the development of “smart” weapons and
munitions that proved to be more efficient than conventional weapons based on
their efficiency in the number of targets hit relative to the number hit using
conventional weapons. The awakening of sensor-controlled, sensor-guided
munitions technology has introduced a definitive need for telemetry
instrumentation in developmental testing of this rapidly growing field.

To satisfy the Army’s need for sensor-controlled, anti-tank munitions, several
development programs are under way for the research and design of these
systems. Telemetry has been a critical element in the development of these
programs. From the program’s conception and through to its completion, the
Armament, Research, Development, and Engineering Center-Telemetry Section
has developed data acquisition systems to monitor the activity of such sensor-
controlled smart projectiles to support Army programs. This paper will discuss the
development and use of a PCM telemetry system that has had tremendous
success in use with these types of projectile programs in their sensor
development and system integration stages. The application, albeit specific to
these projectile programs, can be tailored to meet the needs of numerous test
configurations within the Army or other organizations facing this need.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of the “smart” projectile evolved from the fact that it is precisely
guided, that is, constantly changing directions during flight, based on information
obtained from the processing of sensor data during the flight of the projectile.
These sensors provide the intelligent mechanism for control of the flight and other
performance parameters of the projectile. The requirement for such a system is
simply that a known target is sensed and the projectile is controlled or steered
towards the target. In defense electronics, sensor technology is now a vital part of
system designs to develop smart projectile and missle systems.



BACKGROUND

In a paper written for a technology seminar designed by Richard A. Haddad of
Polytechnic University, New York, the “smart” system has been defined to exhibit
three basic requirements.
They are:

1. “Eyes” to sense the location of targets using error vector procedures to
sense the distance between an on-board sensor/seeker and the target.

2. “Muscle” to provide the capability of altering the course of the projectile or to
steer the missile using thrusters, fins or similar devices.

3. “Brains” to track the target and command an actuator. This element would
be to initiate a proper warhead event and provide homing guidance for the
missile in flight.

At the heart of the “smart” projectile system is an embedded controller providing
the “brains” of the system. Typically, in systems employed against enemy forces,
the conditioned outputs of on-board ruggedized sensors are digitized and used to
talk to an on-board microprocessor which provides the brains for integrating
projectile functions to achieve a warhead event against these enemy weaponry.
These sensors define the front-end operation of smart systems in both passive
and active modes during a complete projectile flight. In passive operation, homing
guidance is achieved by sensing energy emitted from either a target or reflected
from a natural source such as the sun. This class of sensors include, typically,
infrared sensors which detect IR radiation from targets and radiometers to sense
thermal radiation. Both find wide use in the growing development of smart
weapons. In active operation, sensors direct energy from a source on the flying
projectile to a target and use the reflection of this energy to control homing
guidance. Lasers are developing as great target illuminators and on-board radar
transmitter/receiver sensors are providing target recognition, discrimination and
tracking.

ROLE OF TELEMETRY

Telemetry has played a vital role in the development of these smart systems.
Considering the trade-off being usage of massive numbers of test projectiles in
the development of each subsystem of the projectile, telemetry measurements are
proven to be the only technically feasible alternative. The major subsytems of
smart projectiles representative of the munition described in this paper are shown
below in figure 1.



Figure 1.

When considering the factors involved in design and development of the smart
munition including:

     C characterization of aerodynamic measurements including the effects of the
gun enviornment, range of flight , velocity, and spin.

     C characterization and calibration of typical sensor outputs over enviornmental
variations.

     C characterization of power system distribution

     C embedded computer software programming for control of theprojectile
subsystems.

     C accessing reliability of system components during development of
subsystems

It becomes a necessity to provide reliable instrumentation to perform integrated
measurements of these system design elements.

In order to characterize every aspect of the projectile operation, telemetry
instrumentation becomes a necessary component of system development. Also in
establishing failure modes and appropriate corrective actions for the “smart”
system, telemetry is an invaluable tool. Telemetry instrumentation provides, not
only, real time performance data but often forecasts problematic, operational
details early in the development of these programs. As system performance
criteria becomes more complex, involving several controlling factors for the smart
system, it becomes virtually impossible and undoubtably impractical to dedicate
functional hardware for only failure analysis assessment. And, while soft recovery
is an engineering vehicle to developmental testing allowing failure analysis to be
assessed after recovery, telemetry affords the benefit of real-time analysis of



failures and can be used in conjunction with soft recovery to develop performance
standards for the smart system.
It is important to note that telemetry instrumentation serves as a developmental
tool when it gauges the performance of every component of the “smart” system.
The premise of the telemetry system is first reliability. Simply, if the telemetry is
designed to measure the workmanship of the sensors and control systems of a
“smart” projectile, it must provide a trustworthy indication of component
performance.

The 1980’s brought about a marked development in very large scale integration
(VLSI) techniques which focused the electronics industry onto microprocessor-
controlled systems. The telemetry system described below takes advantage of
this microprocessor revolution. A notable point, however, is that the telemetry
system is reliable only to the extent of the microprocessor which controls its
output. The microprocessor has impacted the data volume on newly developed
systems by increasing the number of measurements relative to older systems.
One of the advantages has been that larger data requirements have been met in
smaller spaces allocated for the telemetry instrumentation. This makes the
telemetry system an excellent choice for laboratory applications having large data
requirements. In fielded projectile systems, the processor- controlled, like the
system described below, is less suitable as instrumentation success is based on
processor operation. The system discussed below demonstrates an alternative to
capture the traditional telemetry approach while upgrading data requirements with
the new technology.

PULSE CODE MODULATION (PCM) TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR THE SMART
MUNITION

A telemetry system designed for the smart projectile briefly described here
handles packets of data which are “dumped” from a microprocessor-controller
system into a PCM encoder and modulates an Phase Modulated (PM) transmitter
for RF transmission. What sets this telemetry system apart from traditional PCM
telemetry systems is the nature in which the data is processed at the front end of
the telemetry system. Typical PCM telemetry systems encompass the entire data
processing task including digitization of the raw sensor signals through to the
encoding process as shown in figure 2 below.



Figure 2. Typical analog PCM telemetry system

With the advent of digital signal processing (DSP) techniques, processing of radar
and other radio frequency (RF) signals is available. The front-end processor in this
system provides interfacing between a main system controller and sensor
subsystems. It has advantages for both the smart system designer and the
telemetry designer. The telemetry device described here occupies a very small
volume due to its limited involvement with the senso signals.

For the “smart” system designer, the signal processor is a programmable “work-
horse” which controls system A/D conversion and RF signal processing (filtering).
Thus the signal processing, formerly done in the telemetry circuitry, is perfomed
by the “smart” system electronics.

Commercial digital signal processors also offer alternatives to perform:

     C digital (adaptive) filtering

     C Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) calculations

     C digital waveform encoding.

Using (DSP) techniques, the new telemetry system becomes transparent to the
digitizing process.

The genius of the telemetry system design is a 40 pin, high density Erasable
Programmable Logic Device (EPLD) which clocks a system controller to “push”
system processed data into a high speed ,parallel/serial ,First In First Out (FIFO)
shift register memory. A block diagram of this is shown in figure 3. A 1 MHZ clock
generated by the EPLD is used as a shift clock in the FIFO to serially transfer n-bit
blocks of data in an unformatted stream into the EPLD where it is combined with a
16-bit IRIG format synchronization word. The combined data words and
synchronization word are PCM encoded into a BIPHASE-MARK (BIO/ -M) coding
scheme. Because the first stage of standard telemetry formatting is achieved at



this point, the EPLD is referred to as a telemetry formatter. One of the neat
features of the formatter is that it enables the telemetry transmission to be
continuous even in the presence of discontinuities in the system processed data.
Prior to the data formatting stage, there exist packets of “smart” system data
sitting in the FIFO in what the telemetry formatter would consider to be variable,
randomized sets of n-bit data words. This happens because the system controller
sends a predetermined set of data words to the FIFO as a data packet during the
projectile flight. Each of the data, including the number of parameters constituting
the measurement set, may differ between various modes of operation in the smart
projectile system. This variable packet length is compensated for at the formatter
stage by insertion of an n-bit “dummy” data pattern, (typically n-bit “Logic 0” words)
inside of the empty word spaces collected from the FIFO. This results in a
composite ,1 MHZ stream out of the telemetry formatter. The smart system is
designed such that the controller will send a TM data packet to the FIFO, via a
formatter enable signal to the system controller, once during a particular data
transfer. This feature was designed primarily to eliminate redundancy in the
telemetry data stream and to ensure that only a packet’s worth of telemetry data
gets transmitted to the ground receiver during each transfer. This also serves as a
useful tool in data reduction where the elapsed time during empty data provides
time tags for data identification.

Figure 3. Formatter Telemetry System

DATA TRANSMISSION AND GROUND REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

The challenge of ground reception and data reduction capabilities are met by a
crystal-controlled, S-Band telemetry transmitter. The telemetry system may be
identified as a composite of two subsystems:

1. A programmable logic device for formatting the microprocessor (system
controller) data into a 1 MHZ BIO/ -M digital code.

2. A 2254.5 MHZ, phase modulated, ballistic transmitter for analog
transmission to a ground reception station.



The BIO/ -M PCM stream modulates the system transmitter on baseband. A
premodulation filter with a cutoff at approximately 0.7 X (Bit Rate) is used prior to
the input to the transmitter which reduces the harmonic content of the BIO/
squarewave and maintains acceptable limits consistent with Bit Error Rate
performance criteria. A low-pass filter network is used at the front-end of the
phase modulated transmitter to create a frequency modulated characteristic over
the range of the baseband modulation. This provides DC response and allows
design of the telemetry system using standard FM analysis and reception
equipment.

A 20 MHZ bandwidth, microstrip, wraparound antenna is bonded to the surface of
a section on the smart projectile, which houses the telemetry transmitter. A 200
milliwatt RF output is radiated over a suitable transmission link to a computerized
ground reception station where detailed plots are immediately produced from the
decoded data. The telemetry formatter, transmitter, and antenna subsystems are
qualified for high-shock, high-spin enviornments in excess of 15000 g’s and to
over 10 rps.

CONCLUSION

As engineering development of the emerging “smart” system progresses, the
demand for limiting the physical size of instrumentation has grown. The telemetry
system described in this paper suits this need to limit space for instrumentation
and make room for the sensor subsystems which are the essence of the “Smart”
systems. This, like any other commercial effort to reduce electronics packaging
space, has its limitations. A drawback associated with this type of telemetry
system is that it is totally dependent on the operation of the system controller.
Characterization of the system sensors (“eyes”) is most suitable at the outputs of
the sensors. Progressive telemetry designs are shifting the emphasis away from
space limitation for instrumentation during the critical, developmental phases of
programs. Hybrid telemetry designs have been developed to enhance the
performance of these PCM telemetry systems. Analog measurements are
included to determine anomalies in the “smart” system performance during the
early stages of development. The system-controlled telemetry approach is finding
greater demands during the reliability phases of these programs.
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